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Some people have a unique ability to bring out the worst in others. E. Stanley Jones had a unique ability to bring
out the best in people from anywhere in the world. There are some books that have the power to change your
mind. E. Stanley Jones wrote books that have the power to change your life. In gripping fashion, Bob Tuttle has
given us the back-story and behind-the-scenes unveilings that created one of the greatest followers of Jesus who
ever lived. I could not stop reading.
Leonard Sweet
Best-selling author (Bad Habits of Jesus), Professor (Drew University,
Tabor College, George Fox University), and founder/contributor to preachthestory.com

E. Stanley Jones was ahead of his time, profoundly Christ-centered, profoundly open to the world—in his words,
“anchored and free”!

Ken Carter, Bishop
Florida Conference of the United

E. Stanley Jones was one of the most important figures in twentieth century Christianity. His writings and insights
inspired millions (including me). Bob Tuttle’s biography captures the fascinating story of his life, while allowing
the reader to hear just how relevant Jones’ message is for our time. This is a terrific book!
Adam Hamilton
Lead Pastor, Church of the Resurrection, Author

Dr. Anne Mathews-Younes

Robert G. Tuttle, Jr. has written a new biography about my Grandfather, E.
Stanley Jones, “In Our Times, the Life and Ministry of E. Stanley Jones”. The two
met in 1969 at an Ashram and their lives intersected many times afterward.
Dr. Tuttle’s personal conversations and observations about Jones contributes
to a book rich in experience and insights. Unlike other books which have been
written, Tuttle’s book describes the life and ministry of E. Stanley Jones in
sequence, and includes interactions with wife, Mabel, and daughter, Eunice.
The reader genuinely gets the sense of the interactive personal reality of the
whole family, as both Jones and Mabel, and later Eunice, each had inimitable
ministries of their own.

JONES IS FOREVER RELEVANT
Brother Stanley’s writings profoundly shaped my view of theology,
preaching and my life. I remember reading Brother Stanley’s last book, The
Divine Yes, when it was first released after he died in India. As usual, the
impact was extreme. Suddenly my preaching changed to be more Biblical,
and theological. He reminded me that bad theology puts the people in
bondage whereas good theology sets us free. I wanted to set people
free… Arguably, the greatest missionary-evangelist of the last century,
Jones’ total commitment to Jesus Christ and His Kingdom comprise a story
that is forever relevant and exciting!
Rev. Dr. Robert G. Tuttle, Jr.
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